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In a time where we are seeing so much danger facing our children, This book was written with much love and compassion to help children learn what to do when they are faced with danger.

Perla feels very strongly that children need to know what to do to protect themselves and stay safe. In our busy world we sometimes forget to review and practice what needs to be done.

If this book can help one child protect themselves. It is a success.

Forward by Mr. Steve Mason
Principal, Skiatook Public Schools

In today's education we are seeing a need to not only teach our students how to read and write, but how important it is to instill safety in our young children's minds. This safety book was created as a learning tool to teach our precious students bus safety, so that when they are presented with situations they have the tools to make good decisions.

Perla has a tremendous passion for student safety, through her safety books and presentations she teaches students safety procedures at their level. This creative approach Perla is taking is making a difference in children's lives.

Thank you so much for taking our current issues and creating such a wonderful and impactful book that will make a difference.
In memory of the beloved gift in my life and to all the children who have touched and changed my heart forever.

I dedicate this book to the love of my life, the children of Marrs Elementary Public School Skiatook OK.
Hello! My name is Mr. Bus. Let’s go on a learning adventure of bus safety.
Let’s begin a bus safety adventure of by learning what is the right choices to make for you to be safe.

By following the rules
Bus safety is easy when you follow and obey the rules.

Never cross the street without making eye contact first with the bus driver. A BUS DRIVER SHOULD ALWAYS BE ABLE TO SEE YOU.
Part of the adventure for you to be safe is always follow the bus driver’s directions. If you do not feel safe, talk to your bus driver, your grown up, your teacher or your school principal.
Please always stay in your seat.
BE CAREFUL!
When you make the wrong choices and do not follow the rules, you will not be safe and you can get hurt.
NEVER RUN
If you are late never take off running to try to catch the bus. You can get hurt by another car.

Stay 4 giant steps away from the road while waiting for the bus.
4 giant steps away from the road

(12 Feet)

DON'T stand close to the road.
Danger from passing cars

Never return to the bus for something you left behind or dropped. Leave any object and move out of the danger zone.
WARNING! SLOW DOWN SPEED LIMIT 25 EXIT

It is very dangerous!

NEVER STAND UP while the bus is moving. Wait until the bus comes to a full stop.

Be Careful
WATCH OUT!

Never! Put your head, arms or hands out of the window. You could get hurt.

Don’t play with the exit window and door. It is only for an emergency.

Follow the rules

Stop

Speed 25 Limit

Slow Down

Exit
If someone in the bus is bothering you, use your normal voice, don't yell. (Don't scream)
Fighting on the bus can be very dangerous for everyone, because the bus driver can get distracted.
Follow the rules of the bus. No eating or drinking on the bus. Don’t trash the bus.
When you choose to follow the rules, you will be safe and help others to be safe.
Practicing safety is making the right choices.
Perla

For the past 35 years Perla has worked with children here and in other countries.

She has also worked in the public school where her heart was inspired to write this book through listening and watching the teaching of fire safety from Mr. Robert Nail to the children of Marrs Elementary in Skiatook, Oklahoma.
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